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The remaining tickets (and
there aren't many; for the
second . Gen~~:;;·1~~~·~~n...~~rry
show Will go on· 'safe·atz,~
a.m. today at the SUB box
office.
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Bill to Study Bar·~! .'>·1f¥v
Passes the N M House
11

··~~--···~

'

''An immediate solution," Silva
By Sandi Bickel
(Editor's Note: This is the second said, "would be to have people
installment of a series .e~amining only retake the part they failed."
the state bar exam.)
Similar to what OPA ·~ do, this
Critics of the current method would allow people to retain their
of administering the state bar · dignity.
Meanwhile, a bill that would
examinations have developed
several alternative solutions. to appropriate funds to study the
what they feel·is a system with a New Mexico Bar exam and make
recommendations about the finbuilt-in ethnic bias.
Antonio Silva, president of the dings to the New Mexico
.Mexican-American Law Student Supreme Court passed the House
Association (MALSA), feels that this week by a vote of 43 to 21.
t~e current controversy could be
Rep. Thomas Horan (DBernalillo), is the prin;t~ sppnsor
ha~dled in a nu!Jlber of ways.
There are a lot of solutions to of the bill, while Rep. Lenton
the Bar Exam controve.rsy ," Malry. (D-Bernalillo) and a numLobopho~o
Silva said. "I would have an ap- ber of other legislators· are coprenticeship· program." He sponsors.
~· Jovan Djuric
proposes that a fledgling
"I'm very pleased the bill
(although unlicensed) attorney passed the House," Malry said.
practice with an attorney· "The bill is necessary because
designated by the Board of Bar
Examiners. At the end of a one or
two year period, it would be
determined whethe'r the person·
·
.. .
is competent to practice or not.
.
.
· .
Silva also suggested "Diploma .
- . " - . . . .• .
- ' ... - . , . . . ·....
.... ·.
Privileged," That is, any person
District Judge 'Gerald D'"'.E.Ow-Jio~.h-::lll~!o'ci...tila~._h,••.:U~~... 84",..4.o.-.<6"radu·ts·trin'S"":o·.from~· ·a ··~'tote -~in~~'!..~"' "''
=V. · - · · · .
.
·

.

District Judge Rules
·• . • F• .• g F • ·.
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Harold Laven.der
locally .since the Chicago firm .
was awurded the student health
insurance contract in 1971 ..
Agent . Stephen . Chretst of
Savage and Sganzini estimates
betwe~n 3500 to 4000 students
.hav.e.bought.~~einsurance. If the

''tfl~······

.......... .

{Continued on page 31

UNM.Research Institute

acted appropriately within the scope of their authority . in the .stitutron should be given the
dismissal of electrical engineering faculty member Jovan Djuric:
right to practice in that state.
··
·
The bar examiners would
The Regents last November voted to terminate Djuric's em- probably have some control of
ployment effective March 5, 1976. Their action ended six years of the courses.
faculty committee, administrative and regental hearings in the case.
The exam administered should
·be uniform. "Integrity of the
• Termination was b~sed on ~harges that Djtiric had failed to carry process should be maintained to
hts share of the teachmg load m the department and that his behavior make sure the grading is .
toward his colleagues was antagonistic and uncooperativ~. .
anonymous,'.' Silva said. Experts
Djuric sought to have the district court set aside the Regents' in the field tested should grade
decision as being improper.
the exam, he said. "Now, they
.
grade out of their areas." ·
They should have a uniform
In his ruling, Judge Fowlie ~ound: "The Regents acted within the
scope of their authority, . not fraudulently. or arbitrarily, or passing, and stick to it, Silva
capriciously, and their actions are supported by substantial evidence. said. At the present time the test
The relief sought by the petitioner is denied."
is graded on a curve. ·
The exam should be graded by
The ruling ended state court litigation in the case. There is pending an "independent reviewing sour~
in federal court a suit by Djuric contending that in the University's ce from out of the state." They
proceedings against him he was denied due process of law, that there need to define a valid measure of
was discrimination against him, and that the University's actions that competency. Then the exam
were made in retaliation for his criticisms of UNM faculty and ad- will be a valid test, he said.
ministrators.

Analysis by Tom Newsome
New Mexico Superintendent of
Insurance Ralph Apodaca last
week said he may ·revoke the
license of the company providing·
blanket health insurance to UNM
students because it appears to· .
have denied some claims
illegally;
The . license for Guarantee
Trust Life lnsurartce of Chicago
·
expires Feb. 28.
· Apodaca said renewal depends
upon the .outcome of· a hearing he
will arrange between represen·
tatives of the University and the
insurance company at an as yet
undetermined date. He will
preside over the hearing "until
severai problems are ironed out''
to his satisfaction..
.
Savage and S g an z in i has
represented Guarantee Trust,

there have been a number of
questions raised regarding the
high failure rate from the individuals that take the Bar exam.
I want to point out that the study
does not mean the exam will be
any easier. All it means is that
the Supreme Court wishes a
st.udy be made and t.he findings
reported to the Supreme Court."
The Supreme Court has jurisdiction over the Bar exam.
Originaily, the bill requested
an appropriation of $40,000. The
legislators said there was no con·
crete evidence that much money
was needed, so the appropriation
was cut to $30,000. In order to
get the bill out of the committee,
the sponsors okayed the cut.
"It's a good bill," Malry said,

license is revoked permanently,
these students will be protected.
Ann Wheaton, Deputy Supt. of
Insurance, said Guarantee Trust
w_ould be liable fQr continuing
coverage
of
student
policyholders until the end of
their current contract. The contract is in effect until Aug. 20,
1976. During the interim, UNM
·officials would . have plenty of
time to let new bids and approve
another company;
The State Insurance Com· •
mission approves insuranee company licenses and monitors their
performance. Guarantee Trust
sells insurance under certain con·
ditions which it considers most
favorable to its own· best interests. UNM represents studen·
ts on their· behalf, attempting to

•

Area Services
· ·. .
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·
·
By Susan Walton
Under the direction of former University President Ferrel Heady,
the Institution for Social Research and Development (ISRAD) was
begun in 1968. Its role was to extend UNM'i research and programs·
to Albuquerque and New Mexico.
Heady's inaugural address said one of the missions of the Univer·
sity was to provide community service in the form of basic research in
community problems.
,
"Heady set up the Institute to apply the expertise of UNM to
regional problems," Ned Roberts, associate director of the Institute
said.
·
ISRAD is now the Institute for Applied Research Services. It is
better known in the Albuquerque community than on the University
campus, said Roberts.
The Institute now conducts 13
programs. The three best .known
programs are the Bureau of
Business and Economic Research, the Bureau of Revenue
Training and the Technology Application Center (TAC).
The TAC is one of six NASA
Industrial Application Centers in
the U.S. It provides information
and technological assistance to
private industry and operates
the University's Energy In~
formation Program.
The Bureau of Business and
Economic Research provides services to promote the economic
and. business development .of
New Mexico. It also houses the
official U.S. Census Bank. for
Ned Roberts
New Mexico.
·The institute's Gerontology Center offers education, training,
research and service capabilities of the University to study and apply
research to the area of older citizens' problems.
"Right now there's federal money available for programs in the
field ofgerontology," Roberts said.
·
The College Enrichment Program and the Special Services for
Disadvantaged Students work directly with University students. T.he
Enrichmet:~t program offers financial, academic and motivational aid
to lower-income high school graduates with college potential. The
disadyantaged students program offers advice, counseling and
tutorial services;
Roberts. said the institute has 242 employees, 183 of which are
students hired on a part-time basis.
'
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; Judge Rules Hearst Volunteered

World

~

News

SAN FRANCISCO-A federal ted only out of deathly fear of her hours. Matthews said the defend<~nct told him she took part in
judge ruled Wednesday that kidnappers,·
.
.
l! Patricia Hearst acted voluntarily
The judge's ruling meant that the bank holdup voluntarily,
~ in making tape recordings and the jury will now hear:
-The account by sales clerk
.l}y U.uited Press InterJ!atim~al.
fleeing
with
her
terrorist
kid·
-The
story
of
Thomas
'Mat·
0
..g nappers after a San Francisco thews, a high school student in
...:1 bank robbery.
Los Angeles, who was himself ab· store in which Miss Hearst
NEW: ).'ORK~':'.What developers c11u "the world's most ex·
The decision by U.S. District ducted by the Harrises and sPraYed the are a. w i t.h
pensive' penthOJISe," so expensive that a General Motors heir
Judge Oliver J. Carter'- denied driven around with them and .machinegun fire in a succHe:asrs·fr.ui~1,, .. . •couldn't affor~i'it,''went on sale Wednesday.
1
Mil's -~~~~r~rs.-~laiin tMtt •she ac· Miss Hearst in his car for 20 attempt to free William
The penthouse has 17,000 square feet of living place and
from arrest.
features a swimming pool, fireplaces that could burn redwoods,
BALLET FOLKLORICO
-A tape recording made four
spiral staircases, a solarium and a doorman wearing white gloves
.
days
after
~he
robbery
in
which
who sounds like Arthur Treacher with a cold ..
Mexicon Folk Dance Instruction
Miss
Hearst
denounced
her
The overall effect-was somewhat muted by the wheelbarrows
Classes Start February 4th
parents,
said
she
was
the
"Tania"
and
jackhammers strewn about as workmen continue
Registration open until February 19th
of the SLA and boasted of taking
redesigning. However, when complet~Jd, Edwin Glickman, II partSCHEDULES
$10,690 from tbe bank and said
ner in Madison Equities, the developers of the building, said
BeglnnlngJ Wed 7:008:.'30pm
Th~1rs. 530 7-00pm
she had never been brainwashed,
"oneness with· nature will permeate the apartment."
Carlisle Gym, Room 115
tortured or forced to participate.
And the view! Oh, to wake in the morning and see the sun
Beginning II. Tu~!i 5:30-7-QOPm
-Documents
from
a
"book"
W•d. 700 830pm
about the SLA which. the
rising in the east over the Consolidated Edison Plant in picCarlisll" Gym. Room 101
Harrises were compiling while
turesque Queens.
lnlerrn~·tliate· Tu~s and ·nluts
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-Smokers are more 1Jkely to have a current boyfnend than
nonsmokers-64 to 38 per cent.
-Smokers are more likely to have had sexual intercourse-31
to 8 per cent.
..
-Only 3 per cent of nonsmokers use manJuana.
.
.
-The smoker is more likely to be poised and at ease m soCial
situations.
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at Casa del Sol Apt., 6232 lndlan SchooiRd.
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Come sing·play·listen-lind out about the party,
UNM Folksong Club m~cts this· a.nd every Thur·

..
..

•
•

H aDSeJ & Grete I & .Te d & AI"ICe

•

sday,rm250·A,B,SUD,7:30·1op.m.
The Student Health Genter Advisory Board
Anthony Romero of Colo. State U. Grad School

will be i'ecruiUng .im sociology, math,,.sclcilcc, at
Chicano 'Studies, 1-5 p.m. Feb.13.

Ski Club meeting lor sign·UP of those going on

meets Thursday, 2 p.rn., rnt 220 o! the SLud(!nf.

Health Genter. Students with complaints arc
urgt::d to attend,

Attention allllcalth Sciences students. Urgent!

theTclluridet-rip,Thursday~Fcb.l2,rrn'250·C .. D,

Youarc.necdcdtoraLBCMCtohclpsavcalifeby

7:Mp.m.

donating n pint of blood today. 'rhc DCMC Blood·

• ~lliililillilliiilllillllllllllllililllllllllilillillilllli r~~~~:.~~;:,t~.~~":::;;~t~i::f~~;::!~ the 1.1b, open
.. §
5 Applications for' ASUNM Scholarships for the
• ~-HEAR
~-- spring semester are being nccepted.aL Students
Aids 0/Cice in Mesa Vista Hall until Feb. 13, 1976.
• ~== ''The Spirit ufal Journey" ::--__ Awardsbasedonacademicsandneed.Furtherin·

and other musical marvels
w ednes d ay Fe bruary 1'8 t h at 8:1 5pm
Tickets: $7.00, $6.50, $6.00,$5.00 & $4.00
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The Incomparable

HAL HOLBROOK
-

. -81 per cent drink compared to 42 per cent of nonsm~kers.

1).

•

~

NEW YORK-One of four teen-age girls who smoke cigarettes
also uses marijuana regularly, the American Cancer Society
reported Wednesday.
sh~w~~w profile of the 2.7 million girls smoking regularly also

•
1)'1)-.

Peter Schikele

Featuring the newly discovered· opera

~

IJt

Monday February 16, 8:15pm
·Tickets: $9.00, $8.00, $7.00,$6.00 & $5.00

....

Smoking -Girls Get Stoned

•

V
• G h
irgima ra am

•
~

•

starring -

and hiS aSSOCiateS
in the hilarious
Intl" mate p .D .Q. Bach

One supporter of the bill, Rep. Chris Shays, D-Stamford, said
he was worried the pressure of an election year might discourage
borderline lawmakers from taking a controversial position by
supporting the bill.

d..
"F

Tickets Now Available
UNM Students -One Half Price
The Year's Happiest Musical Award Winner
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The Cultural Program Committee

·POPEl0 y HALL·
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HARTFORD, Conn.-An effort to make Connecticut the first
state to approve a homosexual rights bill passed its first
legislative hurdle Wednesday with supporters optimistic they
can .get tbe ~otes to enact it.
The bill guaranteeing equal rights for homosexuals passed. the
legislature's Human Rights and Opportunities Committee 8-2 and·
was forwarded to the senate, where it passed 23-11 last year.
But the measure is expected to face its toughest opposition in
r:~ :~~~:t representatives, which killed a similar proposal 87-60

..&....&....&....&....&....L..&... . . . . . . . . . . .
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Conn. Votes on Gay Rights Bill

hiding out with Miss Hearst in
Pennsylvania and Sacramento,
Calif.

8oi:Z•943f
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Penthouse for Sale; Good View
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Mark Twain• in • Tonight

•:

Monday February 23rd at 8:15pm

~

~= -

••

JOEL GOLDSMITH
Every Sat. lOam
·

0 PEN MIND
B 0 0CKenStrTaOI R.EE.·
3 0 10
8

~

Co and applications at the rect:plion desk in
Student Aids Olfice,
Th e ATM
, nus 1ness G.lub wi 11 be prov•'d'mg
l'REE lncomo Tax nssistance lor UNM students.
Feb. 4 through April13. Phone fo_r appointment,
277·5020,l815RomaSE.!ChicanoStudiesJ

i
S

dergrad positions are being accepted until March

~=_:

met. Only contracts exceeding part of its bid, it listed 151 1-c:J
$1750 need bids.
colleges as clients which it sup- ~
One company actually offered plied with student health in· <1l
a cheaper premium. payment in surance. Auburn, Johns Hopkins, ~
its proposal, but in the judgment Loyola of Chicago and the ~
of UNM officials, it had short· University of Iowa were in· :l1
(Continued from pagtJ 1)
!Contiuuod from pa~o I)
blanket student health insurance comings in other <~reas and was eluded.
~
"and if $30,000 is not enough, I secure a valuable service with contract in 1971. Some of the bid- rejected.
Lavender recalled an un- ~
am willing to add additional sound terms at a low cost.
ders, such as Mutual of Omaha,
"It was a qualitative decision," satisfactory experience with the ::;·
money to the bill in the next
It hasn't worked. There is no Blue Cross and Aetna, are well said Dr. IJarold Lavender, Vice- company which previously held o
legislative session in January .
systematic methodology by known. Others, such as Higham President for Student Affairs. the student health insurance con- ~
"There was quite a lot of op· · which information is exchanged, Nelson and Heritage are less Lavender is the chief ad· tract, Continental Life.
:=.:
position to the bill," Malry said. decisions shared, procedures familiar. Names on a cover sheet ministrator responsible for the
"They might have got us going ~
He listed two reasons why the evaluated or ultimate actions en- mean little. Everything is student blanket health in- the wrong way," he said. Their o
appropriation was opposed.
dorsed.
Administrative relative, Nothing is equal. What surance. He was assisted by Dr. philosophy was that because of :5
"A. number of committee mem· · techniques · and accepted ~;ounts is the dealinside.
Michael Hickey, former head of the youth and general good ~
bers felt this was the Bar's business principles substitute for
Guarantee Trust was awarded the UNM Student Health Center health of college students, they ~
problem, and the lawyers' polis bed policies. Internally, the contract, even though it did and now on the staff at BCMC, in didn't anticipate having to pay ...,
association should pay the bill," specific insurance planning is not submit the lowest bid. State reviewing bids.
very many claims. So they ~
Malry saiu.
played by ear.
law requires that contracts go to
Guarantee Trust presented it- thought they could keep the '<
"Others felt the exam was
Guarantee Trust successfully the lowest bidder as long as all of self as experienced in the field of premiums low. It ·was a great ~
similar to exams around the
country. Th.ey felt a study of the ~o~u.':'tb~i~d~1~0~c~o::'m~p:'..'e~t~it~o~r~s~fo:'..'r__'t~h~e_ _:t::h::::.e....:s:'!p::e~c:::if~ic:::a~t:::io=n=s=c=al=le=d=f=o=r=a=r=e==s=tu=d=e=n=t=h=e=a=l=th==in:;:s::u::r::a:;:n::c::e::.::::A;:s:=:::::::::::::::::::::: ICou_ti•_'"-''"-'"-'J_"'H_.,._,,J ~
~
exam would make the exam put
C)
out inferior lawyers," Malry said.
"I am not telling my view, I' am
just repeating their arguments."
Thl) bill has now gone to the
Senate Judiciary Committee,
and, if passed, will go from the
Senate Finance Committee to the
Senate floor.
·
If the bill is passed by the
Senate and signed by the gover·
nor, the State Supreme Court
will select "a reputable, out-ofstate, professional, analytical
organization to make the
evaluation."
If the allegations are found to
be true, the bill calls ·for the
evaluators to "identify the factors
responsible
for
the
disproportionate (minorjty)
failing rate and make recommendations as to what remedial
steps are necessary to alleviate
the problem."
The organization making the
BUT EVELYN WOOD GRADUATEs· CAN READ
evaluation· would be charged
with soliciting information and
._
assistance from high schools,
colleges, universities and law
lHE EXORCIST IN 58 MINUTES
schools. They would also study
college admission tests, law
school admission tests and other
relevant information. Th.is in·
At That Speed, The 403 Pages Come Across
formation-gathering project
Vfrth More Impact Than The Mawie.
would take half a year to com·
plete.
You can do It, too. So far over 550,000 other people
can do the same thing - the place to learn more about It Is
Findings of the evaluation
have
done
it.
People
who
have
different
jobs,
different
IQs,
at a free speed reading lesson.
committee would be discussed at
different
interests,
different
educations
have
completed
the
This Is the same course President Kennedy had his Joint
an informal hearing before the
Our
graduates
are
people
from
all
walks
of
life.
These
course.
Chiefs
of Staff take. The staff of President Nixon completed
state Supreme Court. The court
people
have
all
taken
a
course
developed
by
Evelyn
Wood,
this
course
In June 1970. The same one Senators and
would then furnish a report to inPractically
all
of
them
at
least
tripled
a
prominent
educator.
Congressmen
have taken.
terested parties and decide on
their
reading
speed
with
equal
or
better
comprehension.
Come
to
a
Mini-Lesson
and find out. It Is free to you and
possible action.
Most
have
increased
it
even
more.
you will leave with a better understanding of why It works.
Critics of the current system
' Think for a moment :what that means. All of them - even
One thing that might bother you about your reading speed
hope the evaluation will turn up
the slowest - now read an average novel in less than two
Is that someone might find out how slow It Is. The Instructors
evidence of ethnic bias in the way
hours.
They
read
an
entire
issue
of
Time
or
Newswee~ in 35
at the Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Free Speed Reading
the state bar exam is ad~
minutes.
They
don't
skip
or
skim.
They
read
every
word.
They
lesson will let you keep your secret. It's true we practice the
ministered.
use no machines. Instead, they let the material they're
first step to improved reading at a Mini-Lesson and we will Inreading determine how fast they read. And mark this well:
crease your reading speed on the spot but the results will
they actually understand more, remember more, and enjoy
remain" your secret. Plan to attend a free Mini-Lesson and
more than when they read slowly. That's right! They unJearn that It is possible to ·read 3-4-5 times faster, with com·derstand more. They remember more. They enjoy more. You
parable comprehension.

Bar Exam ... U. Health Insurance

It Sounds

Incredible

------,SCHEDULE OF FREE MINI-LESSONS--------.
You'll increase your reading speed
50 to 100%· on the spot!

Applications for Itcsidence Hall Grad and Un·

~= _-:= ~::~:::::!~;~:~:.~::~:::~·:~:::0::~::::~

Evaluation Comm., Mon·Pri 1 to 5 p.m., rm 242,
SUB. Chairperson James Peoples will hold regular
otrieehoursMon·Fri,3:30to5p,m.,rm:!42,SUB.

New Mexico

DAILY LOBO
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Tickets: $8.00, $7.00 1 $6.00, $5.00 & $4.00
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Coming March 9th

•

Vol. 80
No. 92
Box 20, University P.O., l.JNM
Albuquerque, N .M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202

Valerie and Galina Panov

:

Tht.i New M~xic(l Daily Lobo is pub1ished
Monday through Frlday every regular week

in Ensemble with:

..

TH'E SAN FRANCISCO BALLET

..

o£ th~ University year ~nd Weekly during the
summer session by thll Board uf Student
Publications o£ tht! University ot New Me:idco,
and is not financially associated with UNM.
~econd class post..1ge paid hl Alhuqocrquc,
New Mex-ico 87131. Subscription rate· is
$10.00 for the acadmnic year.
The opiJiion!t _expresSed on the editorial
pngcs ot The Daily Lobo arc those of the
author solely. Unsign(ld _opinion is lhat of the
editorial board of The Daily Lobo. Nothing
printed in The Daily I~obo ncc:cssarlly
rcprcsclils the Vfcws of the University of New

41
41
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Women's Center, 1824 !.a~ Lomas Nil, will be
_

• .iiuuuuu 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ,ii___:'_:'~ven,i_n_gs_rr_•_m_5·-7-p._m_.,M_o_n~.t-hr_u_Th_ur_.

See the Premiere
of Panov's New Ballet
Teiephone- 277-3121

262-0066

•
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~·······························

SKI TOURING

..~,.

-. '
~~.

SNOWSHOEING
EQUIPMENT & CLOTHING

SALES- RENTALS- CLINICS- GUIDE SERVICE
256-9190
since 1967
1031 San Mateo S ..E.

TRAIL HAUS

.

__ ___

.._

•Mexko.

............................

TODAY LAST DAY
6:00 or 8:00p.m., Room 231-E
Student Union B ..ilding
University of New Mexico
· Telephone

.......................................... ..

266·7~22

• Student Tuition Plan Available

..... EVE.LY.N .. WOOD.. READIN.G DYNAMICS

·•

Daily Lobo

Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Perspective
0 p ..
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... Research Institute
(Continued from page 1)

,

. "Some of th~m are ~o~~-stt1dy, bt~t most of them are regular parttltmde. w~~kers, he sa1d. We try to find them jobs in fields of their
s u 1es.
·
Most of the student employees work in the TAO the Enrichment
P rogram
'
and Special Services

KENNINGTON

R~berts said New Mexico State University has an agricultural extenswn program and ''we are here for urban extension."
·
He said the institute had had several controversial programs which
have been cancelled that worked directly with lower-income families.

laid-back casuals with natural accents
that do something for jeans

"For example take the Child Development Program. ·It bad activities for children·up to the age of 10. The program was needed in
Bernalillo County, but it failed because the University was. too closely
involved in the community. It just strained the extent of what we
could personally do in the community," he said.

New dressed-up looks to

.
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A Response To Witness Opinion
By Jon Bowman and John Rucker
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Fraternities Misconstrued
Editor:
I have heard it said many times
that fraternities are just social
clubs, a way to get wasted over the
weekend. Unfortunately, the
word "fraternity" has been misconstrued over the years at UNM.
There are people who will be
against fraternities to the day they
die, not taking the time to find out
what they are all about. However,
there are other people who are
broad-minded enough to look at a
fraternity with an unbiased eye.
Fraternity
simply
means
brotherhood. Fraternities provide a
place for different male undergraduate students to work
together for common goals like
studying, raising money for charity,
community service, helping
students adjust to college life, as
well as promoting the university.
Fraternities believe in an honor
system of dedication to study and
respect education. In the fraternal
atmosphere underclassmen find
studying made easier because
there are experienced upperclassmen ready, willing and able
to help them over the rough spots.
The lntrafraternity Council, composed of twelve fraternities, is one
of the many student organizations
on this campus. The lntrafraternity
Cou neil and the fraternities it
represents is looking for a few good
men. It's true not everyone is cut
out to be a fraternity man, but he
who never investigates will never
find out. I encourage any undergtaduate male· student to find

Editorial

Board

editOrials rtJpmsent a
majority o:pin•on of the Daily Lobo
Staff. Alf other eolumns1 Clirtoons
and fetters rcptc5Cnt the opinion

·unsi[JI1Cd

of 1he aulhor and do not n€!Cessarify
rCffCct the views of the staff.

out for himself whether he has
what it takes to join the many
thousands of fraternity men across
the country. Fraternity brotherhood
may be just what you're looking
for.
David Nidel

problem. He has the nerve to ask "why shouldn't the
It is not usually the policy of LOBO staffers to inJehovah's Witnesses be persecuted for fostering
volve themselves directly in responding to letters from
discord within the national movement of their host
our readers, but a letter appeared in the LOBO last
nation Malawi?"
Friday which should not go unanswered.
Former International Center Director Shi Arne
Jehovah's Witnesses do not support the insane
wrote in to criticize John Feldman for his column supravings of the Malawian dictator Kamuzu Banda, so
porting the Jehovah's Witnesses a'gainst persecution
immediately they are shunted into the category of
from the government of Malawi.
"aliens" preying on their "host nation." No punishWhat is especially upsetting about Shi Arne's letter
.ment is tqo severe for such malcontents-30,000 are
is not his blatant hypocrisy (Christianity is an evil
imprisoned already, 'while· several thousand others
neocolonial plot of the "white devils" who are sub- · have been murdered.
verting innocent Africans while the rabid ethnocentric
IT IS· HARD to believe that any sane person living
nationalism espoused by one of the most repressive
in the twentieth century could seriously support such
regimes on the continent is praised), but the off-hand
immoral actions, let alone praise them. What is truly
way in which the ruthless elimination of innocent
unbelievable is that a black man would be the one to
people is rationalized.
.
stand Up for such persecution.
AME BEGINS his tir11de by saying that "the a·cShi Arne, ask yourself-wouldn't it have been pertivities of Jehovah Witness (sic) missionaries amourits
fectly· kosher for the American government to have
to foreign or outside intervention into (sic) the
assassinated Martin Luther King for fostering discord
domestic affairs- of the nation of Malawi. .. Malawians
in his host nation? It would have been far easier to opt
have their own traditional religion so they should be
for your approach in dealing with "pesky blacks" in
left alone."
•
Watts, "effete snobs" in Chicago or "no-good univerHow naive? Does mon ami really believe that
sity punks" during the UNM riots.
Malawi can exist in splendid isolation from the rest of
Which is not to say that the Shi Arne philosophy
has not had its supporters. Such famous names as At·the world? ·
More importantly, if the Jehovah's Witnesse.s.can
tila the Hun, Adolph Hitler, Josef Stalin and ldi Amin
be seen as .alien· to Malawi, so can immunization,
come immediately to mind.
telecommunications and foreign aid. What does Shi
AND RELIGIOUS zealots have been known to
Arne propose to do? Pick and choose what "alien" instep out of bounds. We can recall being forced to pray
fluences< are beneficial, while raging about the inin. school and there is still a ban on Sunday package
liquor sales in this state.
troduction of those foreign customs which he does
But the prospect of another Crusade does not seem
not approve of?
"WHAT HAS going to heaven got to do with · likely. On the other hand, it has been a mere 40 years
belonging to a political party which is dedicated to the
since 8 million people were systematically extorminated for ••tosterino discord within their host
dp.velopmerlt of Malawi.'' asks Shi Amo.
nation." It appears that the "good old days" are alive
A Jef!ovah's Witness might well rl!verse the logic
and well in Malawi.
and ask Arne what kowtowing to a ruthless group of
pirates who claim to' rule in the interests of Malawi has
got to do with entering heaven.
How many miUion more are to die before the
But Shi Arne's convoluted "logic" reaches its nadir
religion of nationalism can no longer be used to justify
with his "ultimate solution" to the Jehovah's Witness
any atrocity?

OOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

Grasp Of Nonsmoking_

The institute's name changed from ISRAD last summer "to help
change our image. The institute was in some controversial programs
and the title· 'Social Research' bothers some people, so the name was
changed," he said.
·
"The institute is misunderstood," Roberts said. ''It's an umbrella
for all these programs." He said the institute works with the administration to develop new programs as they are needed.

polyester/cotton. Included are quilt yokes
with jute trim,.patchwork yokes with ragstitch trim and solid

"The faculty needs to be involved in community service. It should
be a factor of promotion," he said. "What the faculty is rewarded for
now is academics. The administration is at fault; they don't reward
community service with promotions."

elaborate jute scroll-

As for future programs, he said he hoped the institute could make
contributions in the area of economic development.
"Economics is the key to getting rid of poverty, welfare and insuring that people get a ·high school education, at least," Roberts said.

color shirts with
work. All super-tapered
for today:s trim look

... $17-19.
In the Denim Den

He said the problem with most of the current programs is "all they
amount to is a social flyswatter. We need to get at the root of the
problem and that's where the economics comes in."
~~~~~==========~

New

TAl CHI CHIH
Classes

Ul.'ginnlng :JqUare dance JC.uons, every Thur·
sdny 1·9 p.rn., rm 176, Johnson Gytn. No partners
ne<'cssary, come And give it a try.
Jslamfc Soc/ely meets every Friday ror Joma's
pray nt the University Chapol, 12:20 p.m. .

Now Forming
Inquire at:

More on the hustle this Friday at the UNM
Ballroom Dance Club meeting, 7 p.m., Carlisle
Gy111, rm 101.
*
·

MIND
BOOKSTORE
OP~N

The UN.M Simulations Association will meet
Sunday, Feb, lo,10 a.m. to 7 p.m .. rm 110 ol the
law school. Alllntere!lt(!d persons are lnvit(!d,
The Lav(lnd<!r Lunch Bunch presents gay

3010 Central S.E.
262-0066

I.otJnge, :tdmission tree..•, dor1ations accepted to
btmcfiL Juniper.

.~QIJOTA ...

..SJIAN(i.. 5111/ .. •
51'11rr!

There is also. the health issue. According to the Lung
Association, "cigarette smoking is the major cause of emphysema,
chronic bronchitis, lung cancer, and heart disease. Nonsmokers are
affected by cigarette smoke in much the same way as the smoker."

SPr/TreR. ...

z-z ..:zzzz..

The plonct Mnrs will be on view through the IS·
inch rorleclor tclos<opc tonight at the UNM ob·
ser\·ntory frotn. 8,JQ p.m. Adrnis~ion Cree: take a
date.
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MORNING,

I am one of many who challenge the "right" of a smoker to

ld!AT?/

poison me in public places.

RIC£ QI/Om,

S!IAN6HAI!
IU/111•• ?

The U.S. Surgeon General has said, "Nonsmokers have as much
right to clean air and wholesome air as smokers have to their so. called right to smoke; which I would redefine as a so-called right to
pollute. It is high time to ban smoking from all confined public
· places such as restaurants, theaters, airplanes, trains, and buses. It
is time that we interpret the Bill of Rights for the nonsmoker as well
as the smoker.''

ON STAGE
Feb. 16, 1976 8:30 P.M.

So in answer to your query, Yes! Today the SUB, Tomorrow the
world!
Linda Fox
Managing Editor
Michael O'Connor

Features Editor
Mike Gallagher .

Dillard's in hassle-free

"This is a tax-supported University and the institute is dedicated to
the proposition that the University bas a public service role,·~ Robert
said.

poetry roadines Feb. IS, 6:30 p.m. Wellington

Editor:
S. V. Hinchberger, you don't seem to have a total grasp of this
nonsmoking/smoking situation so let me attempt to explain. I
believe that the issue of pollution must start at the bottom with the
individual if that individual's consciousness is to be raised to the
greater need of society. How can a smoker possibly advocate
cleaning the air with a hypocritical cigarette hanging out of his or
her mouth? I am a reformed smoker and realize it is hard to quit, but
it is the first step toward a cleaner environment.

Editor-in-Chief
Orlando R. Medina

• team with jeans ... at

Photo Editor
Miguel Gandert

Civic Auditorium
Tickets Available At:

News Editor
John Rucker

Arts & Media
Terry Eng land
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Susan Walton Joseph Donnelly

Sports Editor
Harold Smith
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Harry Chapman
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State Examines Student Health Insurance

tCon~lnued

from p;_tge 3)

~ selling device f9r them."
]

"They hoped students would
& get to know them through this insurl!nce program," Lavender ad0
ded, "and then come to them in
. .g the
future for individu<!l policies
....:l in other areas like fire or horne
~ insurance."
•.-4
~
~
Defenders of Guarantee Trust

claim the company has recently
lost. money on the student health
insurance l\t UNM. These claims
are unsupported by. facts. At
best, say the defenders, any company selling group health insurance is barely breaking even.
Sources at the Health Insurance Association (RIA) offices in Chicago and New York

JESUS ON SEX AND MARRIAGE

Feb. 11

•• ... from the beginning of creation God made them
male and female. This is why a man must leave
father and moth!lr, and the two become one body ... So then,
what God has united, man must not divide." (Mark 10:6-9)
Sex is one of God's gifts that husband and wife give to each
other in a life long relati9nship.
The value of that gift depends on how it is valued by the giver
and receiver. Sex is as cheap as dirt when it is as common as
dirt- as precious as gold when it is as rare as gold.
· ltoland McGregor, Campus Minister
United Minislc.ries Center

1801 La!i Lomal:i, N.E. ·Phone: 24'1-0497

support Lavender's perception.
"It's a method of mass
marketing individual policie.s,"
said HIA lawyer Joe Peel.
Another spokesman explained
the group health insurance plans
are more than marginally
profitable for the companies.
"It's a selling point," said the
spokesman. "They want to get a
foot in the door for life insurance." Insurance companies
use group health plans as "an entree to other areas."
· Figures provided by the RIA
indicate that the health insurance industry itself is in pretty
good shape. About 176 million
people currently have health insurance through individual or
group policies. The RIA serves
as the goodwill ambassador for
the health insurance industry.
The spokesman is quick to point
out that benefit~ paid to policy
holders have tripled over the last
two decades. In 1975, estimated
benefits paid totaled $32.9
billion, up from $3.1 billion in
1955.
Figures showing how much
money the insurance companies

have been paid by their "'rhey're not crying, that's for
customers through premiums are sure," the spokesman said.
RIA recommends group
scarce. A 1973 insurance yearhealth
policies, Cost and cQnbook revealed that $22.9 billion
venience
make them more
were paid to the companies in
desirable
than
individual
premiums.
The source at the New.York coverage, the source said. "We
HIA office implied that insurance find a person is better off with a
is a crude art. "It's a science only , group policy unless he has some
to a point," he said. "Actually, quirks that have to .be tailored to
they're gambling. They're ·his special needs."
Guarantee
Trust
was
playing the odds, and the odds
motivated
by
a
cost
decision
are in favor oft he insurers,"
As far as group health in- befor~ it entered competition for
surance. is concerned, he said the UNM student health involume is the name of the game surance contract. Agent Chreist
insurance companies play best. said, "They take a look at the
"If they've got a big volume, they quotations and decide whether or
don't need pig profits." Overhead not it's worth their while to bid
is reduced because less book- for the contract."
No one at Savage and Sganzini
work needed in administering
took
part in drafting the bid
group plans.
proposal
from Guarantee Trust,
Costs to consumers for all
which
was
accepted by UNM. He
types of insurance are indirectly
said
Savage
and Sganzini merely
being affected by malpractice inthe
bid.
processed
surance alone. "There's been a
agent,
Chreist is
As
local
ripple effect," he said. "It cost
charged
with
assisting
students
the average guy more today to
get any kind of protection. In- in all phases of the blanket health
surance companies are scram- insurance program. He is the
bling to keep in the black without brother of UNM Registrar Fred
apparent sacrifice on their part. Chreist.

Country Music's Biggest Stars*
Singin' & Pickin'.Their All-Time Hits

This long-playing album is yours
FREE with any purchase of Jarman
shoes at any of our stores while our
supplies of ~'High Steppin'
Country" lasts!
"Charlie Rich • Tammy Wynette • Johnny Ca;h • Barbara Mandrell
Marty Robbins • Statler Brothers • Ray Price • Tanya Tucker
Johnny Horton • Fiatt & Scruggs • Jimmy Dean

Jarman shoes and boots
are "Stars" in their own
right. This style
is particularly
popular right
now!
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Colle.ctlon of Lltetaty Lettets
·Show Chatactet of Ptollflc Wtltet
"The Letters of Charles and
Mary Anne Lamb"
Edited by Edwin Marrs, Jr.
Cornell Univ. Press/$25.00

*

* . "'

Review by J. C. Ogilvie
Volume I, Letters of Charles
Lamb, 1796-1801, is a well. researched book containing ·letters .in chronological order from
the man who may well have been
the most prolific writer of letters
and essays in the last three hundred years.
Upon leafing through a collection of Lamb's letters, one is impressed with how many letters
have been preserved, some from
nearly two hundred years ago.
And the reader is also impressed
with· the wide distribution of
these letters over the western
world. Acknowledgements fill six
pages of universities, individuals
and museums that have one or
more of these famous letters.
In this regard, it is ·interesting"
to note that the great southwest
is not found· wanting. Letters by
the Lambs are at the University
of California, Colorado University, University of Texas, to mention a few. The largest collection
of his letters in the world is to be
found in the Huntington Library,
San Marino, California
It is refreshing to a Charles
Lamb buff ~which your reviewer
admits being) to leaf through
these letters and experience the
almost fabulous command of the
English language that is found in
everything written by Charles
Lamb. His "Essays of Elia" are
priceless.
One letter by Charles Lamb
describeshis feelings at the time
of having a common cold: "Do
you know what it is to succumb
under an insurmountable daymare - 'a whoreson lethary'
Falstaff calls it, an indisposition
to do anything, or to be anything,
-a total deadness and distaste, a
suspension of vitality - an indifference to locality, - a numb,
soporifical, good-for-nothingness,
• an ossification all over, - an
oyster-like insensibility to the
passing events,- a mind-stupor,·a brawny defiance to the needles
of a thrusting-in-conscience'? Did
you ever have a very bad cold,
with a. total irresolution to submit to water-gruel processes?
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Put your best look forward.

DOWNTOWN • WINROCK • MONTGOMERY PLAZA

Our WIN ROCK and MONTGOMERY PLAZA stores
are open Mon. through Fri. untii9PM.
Our DOWNTOWN store offers FREE parking
by validating ALL parking lot tickets.

'TEXAs STATE OPTICAL
4300 Central Avenue, SE.
4410-A Central Avenue, S.W.

be !lt a loss for the a word! It is
even more amazing when one
realizes that in the early 1800s
there were no typewriters and all
Lamb's
writing
was
accomplished with a goose-quill
pen.
· The list of people to whom
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. art
supplies
d"1scount
at
•
pr1ces

Lamb sent letters that appear in
this volume reads like a list of
Who's-Who in London in the
early 1800s; Samuel Coleridge,
Marmaduke Thompson, Robert
Southey,. Robert Lloyd, Thomas
Manning, William Wordsworth,
and William Godwin, to name a
few.
Illustrations in this book are,
for the most part, sketches and
reproductions of early water
colors of London at the time of
Charles Lamb.
From the editor, Edwin W.
Marrs, Jr. in his introducti9n:
"This monumental two-volume .
work contains many letters that
have not previously been
published." The present edition
contains more than U50 letters,.
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2510 CENTRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE
TELEPHONE (505) 266-3211
N.M. 87106
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ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM
3600 4th St. at Candelaria
PHONE 344·5002
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STEREO EXCELLENCE
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• Realistic STA-90 AM-FM Stereo
Receiver with Two Tape
Monitors
.
• Two Realistic Optimus-28 Walnut
Veneer Bookshelf Speaker Systems
• Realistic LAB-12C Automatic
Changer with Base and $12.95
Value Magnetic Stereo Cartridge.

#":~

You can depend upon TSO to Jill your doctor's prescription for ~lasses
and contact lenses to exact specifications.
TS.O will _comfortably an.d fashionably fit your glasses. Also TSO
prov1des adJustments, repa1rs and replacement of lenses artd frames
.
· Convenient credit is available and TSO honors BankAmericard and
Master Charge cards if preferred,
. You'll. like what you see at TSO because at TSO we care how you
look at hfe.

This has been for many weeks
my lot and my excuse."
The above quotation is perhaps
one-quarter or less of the letter
that goes on and on in the same
vein and.the man never seems to·
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!;l "Station to Station"
E David Bowie

IN·orm Back to Genius
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vacuum exists. Similarly, the
commercial failure of the Velvet
Underground awakened both
record company execs and David
Bowie to the possibility of using
the same mode, promoted well,
as a platform ·for fame.
With extensive listening to
David and other "glitter"
rockers, you consistently hear
the lyrical themes and musical
arrangements that Lou Reed &
the
Velvet
Underground
spawned. Look a bit closer, ;md
you'll find Bowie playing followthe-leader. For example, Reed
released "Sally Can't Dance"

By Tim Gallagher<11

exhibiting a funky, disco-like
sound ("N.Y. ·Stars," "Animal
Language") and six months or so .
~ APLJ-1327
later you .had David with an
~
* * *
o
By Renzo Giromini
amazing departure from his past,
'"§ Sur.prisingly enough, the
the disco hit "Fame," Old numero
uno.
....:< music industry is in the business
Well, you say, David must be
£of making money. Dylan's abindependently gifted because he
sence from the stage allowed
has succeeded where the V.U. &
0 such insipid performers as Cat
.~ Stevens and Neil Young .to
Mr. Reed failed. But keep in mind
~ become "stars," theh· premise
that timing is crucial to the suc~ being that of sincere councess or failure of many bands.
~ tryfolkrockers.
"Premise"
Just as the Yard birds were years
ahead of their time in rock & roll,
because they are, in many ways,
g"ood, ·as if.helped to make the the tune features mostly linin• products groomed to fit an
the Velvet Underground was ·~~~----~~~~--~~----~~
light years ahead of the social general public more aware of telligible lyrics, but it does have'
~ audience (or market) where a
~
imm,llmmroomnmm~ntltmlmnm~rrmnmnumi~ climate of this country; hence those people living in Edge' City,
a respectable guitar lead at the
c<!
P;
break. "Golden· Years" the: Hit
Verve's inability to have the fain- oppressed because of their
test idea of how to promote them. sexual politics. But the en- Single!,· follows with a funky
rhythm complete with "wha wha
What Bowie and his management tertainer in Bowie added glitter
wha" backing vocals. Your disco
have done is elevate style and to rock & roll, with multi-colored
hit.
image to a point where music is outfits complete from top to toe
secondary-only a vehicle for with platform shoes and dyed
Finishing side one is "Word on
hair. The scene became a parody,
this particular product.
David's bisexuality has been you needed a scorecard to tell a Wing", a ballad, possibly the
exploited to the Nth degree by performer from audience. David best vehicle for Bowie's vocal
the record company and the trans"formed the glitter and skills. Side two is the stronger
media, both in his stage act and decadence into a self-sufficient side of the record, presenting the
in his interviews. In a certain art form. Music, historically the David ya'll know and love, at his
political sense this publicity was primary art form, has had its role most derivative. Bowie never atreduced to that of an excuse, an tempts to· leave a musical
alibi~
signature on his work. Following
guitarist Mick Ronson's departure, his band has lost any particular
identity or style-which
For more Information
doesn't
matter if you're just
.Moke<s of· Hand Made Indian Jewelry'
Call: 266-3958 or 277-5771
churning
out string-backed disco
'
TOWN ·---muzak.
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TELLURIDE
Ski Trip

$46.60

February 20, 21 and 22nd
Ski Club Meeting
Tonight 7:30 -in the SYB

Covered
'IIV'ago.n

David Bowie may be an artist,
but rock & roll is not his medium.
Perhaps Nicolas Roeg can
legitimize David as a film actor in
The Man Who Fell To Earth, as
he did the ultimate performer.
Jagger,
in
Per•
Bowie is aware, more so than Mick
anyone this side of Alice Cooper, formance.-"Time will tell who
of the value of a successful for- was fell and who was left
mulit. David has been a singer, a behind."
glitter rocker, and now a well·
dressed disco dude, chasing the
The David Bowie Tour will be
trends of commercial $ucce$$ in here the 16th, and continue by
the music industry. If he can suc- rail throughout the U.S., unceed at this level, then you, the doubtedly spreading as much
consumer of his product, his musical worth as Pepsico's
measure of success, are a Bozo.
Freedom Train spreads true
patriotism.
The title of this release
"Station to Station" is a clever
wedding of David's eccentricity
for rail travel and his current
tour. The title song opens with
'electronic effects reminiscent of
Beaver & Krause. Continuing
throughout its 10-minute length,
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111 ·Harvard SE
Hours Mon - Sat 10 - 9 pm, Sunday 12 - 6 pm

Complete Stereo Systems Reg. $319.00 ·
.
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~

-$249.95~

NOW

Special CI~seout! lAS! Speakers·
•• :?· -:.
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·ouR COST PLUS -.. $5.00
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·Awesome 6 & 8ft. console stereos by Martel
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All Brach's

_alentin

TOTAL- SOUND FOR YO

.l

am~nn.t:Strk~.w ,/ehanger, .etc., Reg: $779.00

Wilson· Pharmacy

ve

Wei!, here we go again. The UNM basketball team played a great.
game in El Paso this'past weekend so Norm Ellenberger is· back to
"genius" status.
· The week before, Stormin'. Norman was criticized by many loyal
Lobo rooters for his slow-down tactics against .Utah, Two weeks
previous, the roller coaster had Ellenberger on top because the Lobos
swept a pair from Colorado State and Wyoming on the road .
LET ME SET a few things straight. First of all, Ellenberger is a
. good coach, probably the best in the WAC and· one of the country'.s
finest (If you don't believe me, then ask Fred Snowden of Arizona,)
But, ther'e is only so much Ellenberger can do to make the Lobos win .
The rest comes from the player's intensity and pride in themselves.
Against UTEP, the pride was there. Against Utah, it was missing.
The players have got to get themselves ready to play and while the
coaching staff can pound defenses into their br.ains, it is the players
who must' prepare themselves mentally .
Last week, a few of the players were not preparing for the game
and Ellenberger had to suspend three of them on Tuesday. It was a
gutsy move on his part and it paid off. Many people screamed when
the team's leading scorer and rebounder, Larry Gray, was suspended
along with top-sub Larry Forte and Jack Hollis.
ELLENBERGER RISKED great criticism from the fans and press,
but he did what he had to do l!nd a quote from Ellenberger in S~nd,~y's
Journal show.ed what a great move it turned out to be. He sa1d, We
started winning this game Tuesday in practice."
By suspending the players, he allowed the rest of the team to concentrate on beating UTEP and they did in one of their finest per·
formances. It was particularly satisfying for Ellenberger as it was the
first time New Mexico has beaten the Miners in El Paso since the
WACbegan.
·
The man is a good coach and it is time the Lobo fans stopped this
Jekyll and Hyde attitude. Either hate him or love him; do not change
opinions from week to week.
I don't give a damn if he gets his clothes courtesy of the Lobo Men's
Shop, or if travel vouchers show him in Albuquerque_a~d Californ~a
on the same night. That is not the issue here. What IS Important IS
that the.Lobos are consistently one of the best-coached teams in the
country. ·
EXECUTION WINS ball games. The simple facts are: if you shoot
better: if you rebound better: if you commit fewer turnovers, then
you win the ballgame, Ellenberger always prepares the team i~ a way
he feels will bring victory. If the players do not execute, there IS not a
whole lot he can do except substitute. Saturday, against UTEP, there
was not a lot of room for substitution. Only nine players traveled.
As a final note, I might add that I hope Forte, Gray and Hollis will
rejoin the team. The Lobo~ can,!l_~e ~hem.
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Hattox Dedicated But ·crazy
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By Tim Gallagher
"I'm the shy, quiet type," said
UNM's Linda Hattox. Nothing
could be further from the truth.
The 5-10 fQrward, who has
been playing V!lrsity basketball
for UNM since she came herll
four years ago, was relaxing
before practice started. In a few
minutes she would be going out
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on the court to crack up her
teammates with her under-hand,'
eyes closed free throw,
"I think the crazy way I act is
the real me coming out,." she said.
"People are always- telling me I'm
cr!lzy."
Linda, who plays basketball
with ex-Lobo Bob Tappert, said,
"Oh, I still let him hang around
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"Serving UNl\1 for 30 years!"
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and play with me. 1 hlwe to teach.
him a few moves, y'know." Toppert usually is ·at the women's
home games. Linda explains
why: "He's there taking notes,"
Although they have been
playing basketball together for
almost two years, Linda has only
beaten the taller Tappert once.
"It was over lit my house so I had
the home-court advantage. I
could shove him all over the p!'ace
and he couldn't say anything."
Even though she acts crazy in
practice, "Linda always gives 100
per cent in practice· and in the
games," said. Coach Kathy Marpe. "She is really a dedicated
team player. I think the way she
acts is just her way of releasing
tension." ·
Like most women, Linda is
pleased by the changes in the
status of women's athletics since
she arrived here. "We get to fly
most of the time on the road trips
and I think that increases our
chances of winning by at least 50
per cent," she said. "I really like
playing in the Arena, too,
especially in front of the big
crowds. But it helps when the
people are watching the game.
Heck, last game I looked up there
and there were a bunch of people
playing cards. That's not so bad,
except when one of them was my
roommate."
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·BIG
.'MID-WINTER
SHOPPING SPREE·
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... NIGHTS.
-.MERCHANDISE
AUCTION SALES

rsday and Friday 8 ·pOl ·
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.DAYS

EXCITING
.IN-STORE SALES
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Linda Hattox (no. 15) teaches ex~Lobo Bob Tappert a few
moves in a recent game against Wyoming. Linda is about to
fall on her face after she takes the shot.
The practices in Carlisle Gym talking. "The people on the team
are another thing, however. "It this year are really a lot of fun.
sure looks funny to put up a shot We have to spend a lot of time
and all there is around is ugly, together so I guess that's' why we
green walls."
try to get along so well. You ·
The women play their biggest should see our road trips, they're
game of .the year. tonight in the really a trip." She laughed at her
Arena at 8 p.m. with tho first-

own

place Utah Utes. "I can tell you,
we're going to be ready," said
Linda. They also play Brigham
Young in a preliminary to the
men's game, Saturday at 5 p.m.
in the Pit.
As she talked, Li[!da played
with her knee brace that guards
an old- injury. "I've had it since
the eighth grade,'' Linda said.
"It's a torn meniscus. The doctor
describes it as sort of a shock absorber."
The dark-haired. senior kept

Besides making people laugh
at basketball games, Linda is a
P.E. major who student-teaches
at 'Del Norte. "It's 'not as much
fun as it could be because up
there I have to be 'Miss Hattox'
and I can't fool around that
much," she said.
"You have everything you
need?" she asked the reporter.
"Okay, I'll see you later," she
said. The Lily Tomlin of the
women's team went out to join
her audience.
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auction sales
Open bidding on merchandise consigned by
-Winrock merchants. Sale conducted by
Gene's Auction Center. More details inside.
I

I

kiddie
rides
A mini-midway, right in the mall.
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in Winrock
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Friday and
Saturday 3-7pm
Located in
Winrock Center
35 Winrock Center

WINE & LIQUOR MARTS

298-7811

Thursday and Friday, 6 to 7:45 p.m. hear "Country
Action;· country-western music at its best on
Winrock stage.

Hear the J.C. Penney Bicentennial Music
Celebration performed by the Albuquerque
Parks and Recreation Band; Saturday at
12:30 and 2.p.m ..

I

by

country action

.band concert

___.. _

Western Wine and
Liquors is having a
free wine and cheese
tasting. Featuring fine
Carmel wines from
Israel with cheese.

ALBUQUERQUE
30 Proof CONS.
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P.epasting !Jros.
m1n1ature ctrcus
50,000-piece replica of the famed Barnum and
Bailey Show of the 20's and 30's.
'

hot air balloons
Watch record set for tethered endurance flight
in Southeast parking lot. Scheduled launch is
1 p.m. Friday- scheduled landing, 5 p.m.
Saturday. Additional launches, Saturday,
·Northwest lot.

8.

FORSALE

5.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

20 USED 1'V's $30·$60. 441 Wyoming N.E., 255·
5987. 9/1
·~~----~----------~-S'l'EREO DEP1'. Close out. st~reo rlep&rtnwnt.
Consoles, tape pll\ycrs, recorders, components, 40
to 50 per cent off, 3105 Central NE. 262·
0637. 2/16

Rates: ]Scents per word per day, one dollar
minimum, Advertisements run five or more
consecu!ive days wj~h no changes, ni~e cen·
ts per word p!!r day fno refunds if cancelled
before five lnsertlonsl, Classified ad·
vertlsenients must be paid in advance.
Marron llall room tal or by mail to:
Cla•sified Advertising, UNM Box 20,
Albuquerque, N .1\f. 87131

NECCHI ZIG ZAG. Christmas l11y away. Not
BuHon ho!es, blind hems, etc. $40, or H)
payments of$4.00 per month. 262-0637. 2/16
cl;tlm~d.
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GJANNJNI ORA VIOLA shaped 6 string guitar
with case. Mint condition $190, 277·2202. 2/16

PERSONALS

-

LEVI'S-BLUE JEAN big bells always at The
Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE, 243·6954, tfn

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP'/ You have frlcn·
ds who car<J a~ Birthright. 247-9819. tfn

OWN AN ADOBE while you go to school. Brick
floors, fireplace, tennis, prices start at $16,950.
I,ocation 3939 North Rio Grande, Dale Bclhtmah
Realty office 292·0556 or 345·6304. 2/13

NEED A REST from Mom's. cooking'? Fool long
hot dogs 95e, ll·3 Okie's. 2/27
· -·~-
A'fTENTION: UNM BOOKS'fORE returns
poliry: Books purchased for the Spring Semester
1976 m11y he returned for Full purchas~ price
through Snt. F~b. 14 provided: 1)Books must be in
nl'w condition, 2) books must be accompnnied'by
cash receipt, 3) student. ID must be presented
with return. 2/13
ESE COOK.-IN_G_A~R-T-.-L-ea_r_n-ft-lm_o_u..,s-dishes.
Full course 3 months, or $35/m!>., i~cluding 4 free
dinn<•rs. Chln.,se Cultun' Center. !Next to Lobo
'J'hentrel. 268·7023. 2/13
·

DE!,TA MARK lOB Capacitive discharge electronic ignition $39.95. 268·5490 Electronic Ignition
Sales. 2/19
O'KEEFE & MERRI'fT bUilt·in type stove,·
electric, coppertono w/hood $60, Singer zig·zag
portable sewing machine w/carrying case & other
attachments $60. Small gas heater $10, Call 898·
9616. 2/13

Cl!JN

NEW FLUTES for salol Gcmeinhardt M·Z $125,
Artley $115. Frank, 268·7290, 2/12

WANTED HOUSE for rent or tense with f<~cllities
for norse. !'refer north valley, Cnll 266·
0647. 2/17

1968 BUWK J,E SABRE. PS, PB, AC. power
scats, good condition, $1000. 255·7843. 2/12

BECKY. It look two months I'm glad your fel'ling
bcttt•r. Daniel. 2/12
-·····
.- -·---.~.-----~·------~~~·
STUOEN'fS SELF AWARENESS Group,
Troubled by alcohol ubusl'? Corne to a discussion

FOR SALE: Full set of Ludwig drums with Zild·
jian cymbnls-$600. Please call Ken at 265·
3304. 2/13
1969 OPEN KADETT 1900 statiqn wagon $600.
Ca II 256-0352. 2113

!!?~.~ 230 Sti.~!_.u!s~~I!'::t.>-2.~· 8:00 P~T.:.._:ll :__
FREE SI'AYED I.ICENSED Dog tsmaJJ terrier
mix). Vl•ry
NE, 2/18

2.

protective.

3524

Alvarado

-~~~~----~~

Dr.

1

256~

~--,,

..

294 193G.Ucward. 2/16
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(when your present bike is beyond repair, or if you
don't have a bike, stop by to look at our extensive
line of the world's finest bikes.)

__

109 Yale Blvd. SE 242-7888

Mon-Sat, 9 am-6 pm

----

1906 FlOO, 1972 F250 LWn. standards cabover,
208·0398. 2/17
iKnol<~--ciAss ~ bacl:l>a~k. x·.rra.;;c, ss5
tradt•, 2550437. 2/12

~o
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"Spider's Stratagem"
Bernardo Bertolucci.
A young man returns to
the town where Fascists
murdered his fath'er 30
years before. The reality,
he discovers, was more
complex ....

L----------·--.J
r------------"1
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·Saturday

Kl'"7.:.
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MICIIA~;r,

MAIHWgz fou.nd your t~;,
nC!lt•books. ltiNilify and. ~!aim lllotrron Hall Hm
131. 2 18

•""·-- ,__.._"
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A-vvay-~
Directed by
Lina Wertinuller
an incredible
film of political
romance.

-

Ft'RN1Tl'HE, ANT!QllES. Duy and st:'ll,
anything gtws. t,TD across from Gall!!s
('adillar. U20
1963 BUI('K Sl;ECIAL, V 6,-~~~g~;;$ioo': ft;•r 6

,\

SERVICES
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AJKIJ)O C:I.AS~f:S starting r'l'b. 14. Call 26B·
9932. 2!13
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~ .~

-

WOMAN NEEDS tendu care for one child, 7,
J.'rlday or Saturday evening, nrcasional weekday
('VI'ning$~2_hr~, 256 ~9!1~: ~:l~---~~~ ~ ~- -~·-·

--

~

TtlTOIUNG IN PllY:->ICS and Mnthfiy

('lC

__

peril'n_<;l'dgraduatl• ~tudl'nt~. 26H lBJl!-:~~:~

OVF.HSEAS JOnS-tcmporary or permanent.
1-:urope, AU5lralia, S. Am('rit'il. A(riea. etc. All
£il'ld5, $500·$1200 mGnthty. Expenses paid, sight·
~l'~ing. J.'rl'l' info.- Write: International Joh Ccn
tl.'r, Dl'pt._~~I!ox449~·.~:!:"_~l~~~A !lm~.. _~~1

NEIW SOMf~TIIING TYl'IW'! fall J,ynn 266
0760. 2•20
-

-

-~

.

-~

"'

l'ROFESS10NAI, TYPISt. tUM S~>IE'<>Lri<>.
Guarnntl'l'd at'l'Urar>" wi<h rt•asonabl" rat~,. 298·
1141. 2 13

AT1'HAC'Tl\'~: I'ERSONS WANTEll for ex
r<'llt•nt paying part time work on Friday and
~aturday afternoons- ChancE' for advanrcmt•nt
an<l full timework. Must bl' 21 years or age. Reply
to 1'.0. Box 25025, Alhuqul'rquc, Nl'w Mexico
ll7125. 213

BAUYSITTJ!';G in my hom!!. Monday thru friday.
Judy 1\apkP 214 \."as~ar Sf:. 26H 2121 or ll31

5350. 9 il3
f'AMOgS
QUIVIRA
IIOOKSHOI•
and
I'hotograph)' Gall~>ry i~ 1.'2 hlork rrom Johnson
Gym on Cornell. Spt·rial otdc>r sen• ire. tfn

.

-

-

-

--

EMPLOYMENT

6.

GETTING MARJUED'I C'all rreativl' S(•rvices for
invitations & photogr,1Jlhy nl low eosl. 299·
7930. 2 17

~

cA svA.sert'Posi'rloN oP'El-J-;Jth~r;rut-able

-

cunstrut"tion company. Avcragl' commission
S200 W.CI'k. tl'!fUiring approximat!!'!y 25 hrsrwl•ck.
'\Vork out schcdull'. 293-3886, 268·316.8. 211 G

l'ASSI'OitT, Illf:!'rtlf'ICATION 1Jhotos. J,owrsi
prices in town! Fast, Jlll':lsing. N~ar l'NM. ('all
265-24.14 or rome tu 1717 Girard Blvd. Nt-:. tfn

LET~~t& \~;~~~~y~~;-;~;;;~l·;- i~·ddler '~hll~-y~~
attend efass-, or nnyliml'. 2·12·8833.
--~---'r--'.r

··-

---~

-·

--

---~

~

INFANT Sl'I''I'ER NEEDED l\lo~day aftrtnoons.

2116

---=..._

Wl!,J, TUTOR in t>conomics, und~rgrnduat; ic~eJ.
Call artN· 5:00p.m. 247-9211. 2ll6

~niv~r~it~~~~ 2!l6_~~9~:~---~--~- ..

SMALl. ~CARS. n8r>irn'EfC~;;;arr;,;~p.-sm~ii

OV£I\Sf!AS JOBS-summer pHmancnL. $500$200!t monthly. Australia, Asia, Europe, Arrka,
South AmMca. All' Fields. Invaluable ex·
peri~iltl's. Oelltils 25c. lntcrnntiontd ErnployrnNil
Hcsrarch, nox 3893 05, Seattle, WA 98124. 2i17

)jtiet•s, Datsun, I•'iat, Toyotu, Volvo, Pinto. Call
Phil, 2$53180. 2!16
~ --~&~-·- -~----'"--~~-~

--

.._.

~-··--~·~_...,....._

xears.

YOUR I;ASSPOR'I' BXPJHES every five
Check it now. I.6w prices on PliSSport renewal
photos. Call 265-2444, or come to 171'7 Girard
NB. 2/23
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7&9&11
I
1 "Love and Anarchy'''
I
I
1
I
r. .:p:~flo·
1
1
'_l_.";'>:.,:.ftriL
II
I
. I
~-----------1
SUB Theatre .
I
7 & 9 pm - $1.00
I

C'h:1rmaigno !lam 5pm 842·8200, evenings 877·
2006,8731797. 2,,13
1!16a· AtiSTI,N
Y'.~~~;i-co~dlti~~. •
266 35:;1. 2' 18
.
~

I

7&9&11

ski~.

1:osT: ~lomh~y. l·'l•hrunry 9, a ~ihw & turc1 u~i~t•
nerkla<t•. Hc•tJli111l'nlal v;tlur, larg(' reward, 299
11!3:1. 2'13

1
1

------------.,
Friday

sir VOLKI.
·aB-RMAN ,n;(J~~fiberg~;;~pol;s,
boots size 7, $90. Guitar and cast• $•15. ('all

~G-0~1J "ri~r;(.cJ ·prvs~rlption

1
1

Dominique Sandra stars
in this austerely moving adaptation of a

1961 FAl.CON, good running $250, 2·12-7232, 2436·164. 2118

glasst•s in front of Zimml•rman I,ibr~ry. ltl!'ntify
and daim Marrnn Hall rtm 1:11. 2 11!

II

l..n~::. o-.e. v.::..:_n;_v~!:..·---. J

I

1971 350T SUZUKI. Le>w mileagl', engine just
overhauled. 265·8661. 2/17

POUND: Tut•sduy morning 2!10 n~rklacl' nt busstep in front of frN• parki~g lot. Cnll 299 6185
<'Vl'!'}ngs_.ll ... s~r!IJ~ •. ~ 2 11~
~" .
l,OST: l,Anms GOLll Elgin wrlsLwateh.
n..w.ml. 277·1i51·1, 242 ·1243. 2<'18

f;o(Fi-:o: · i;,\mc-~:s

Moder.n bikes have precision equipment. And precision
equipment calls for an expert when it won't work anymore.
That's us. Top-notch repair service at a price
·
you can live with.

~---.,...

r,A:n-IEs~Goi:n-wA.Pcn small thin b-;;·;dand
~-

Suppose
your
derailleur
de-rails?
Or your brakes
break?

------

DIAMOND .95cts. Brilliant cut, G color, thick gir·
~1!, ap(lraise~ valu~ $3000, 883·1285. 2112

FOUND: Uigh School cltLss woman's ring in John·
son Gym woman's lorkcr room, Hlldn 243·2475
~venings, 2/12
l'a~e.J>hone

1

TWO BEDROOM houses, UNM'
Ric~g~":_cst, $.!_2_(10_down. 26_!3 0398. 2/17
1971 KAWASAKI 500. Clean & runs well, Asking
$575, Torn 842·6747. 2!17

LOST & FOUNI)

FOUND: CALCULA1'0R Mitrhcllflall, Gall
9757. Describe. 2/12

I

•.•

HAND S'J'I'l'CH CO-OP Valentine sale from reb.
9·14, 2000 Central SE handmade clothing & ~raf·
ts •. 2~~---------·
'72 NOVA, standard, low mileage, $1350, 255·
7393. 2113
LARGE

Thursday
uFemme Douce"

I Directed by Robert
I Bresson.

........................................:!!
••:..:•······~
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_i!!!ii
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I

II

2/16

COLOR •rv. Brand name big screen. Assume
payments of $7.00 per month. 3105 Central NE,
262·0637. 2/16
.
.

C)

I

WE HAVE SOME beautiful old furniture at very
rcaso,nablc prices. "Old Business" Nob Hill Con·
ter, 266·8414. 2/13 ·~-------

68 TOYO'l'A CORONA Deluxe, 1\/C, $795, 299·
3244.

·------------...

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR R.EN'f
-

--

~----

Screening Room
FIRST PLAZA GALERIA
IN-THEATRE BAR • 243-1465
Sherlock Holmes lives!
"They Might be Giants"
George C. Scott
Joanne Woodward
He thinks he's Sherlock
"The Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes"
Basil Rathbone
Nigel Bruce (1939)
& the KRST
Midnite Movie
"Myra
Breckenridge"
DON' PANCHO'S

2108 CENTRAL S.E./247~4414

The grand opening of New Mexico's finest twin theatre,
Feb. 13. In-Theatre bar service. Two great motion picture
premiers, free parking across from First Plaza.
(2nd & Tijeras

6:30 - 10:00, They
8:15, Adventures

Tues- Wed
"Sacco and Vanzetti"
and
"Joe Hill"
Thurs- Fri
"Hearts and Minds"

Film as a
Political
Force
Fri ·Sat
'"State of Seige & 2
Costa Gavras Double"
5:30 7:40 10:00
Sun- Mon
"Sorrow and the Pity"
France during the
German Occupation
6:30

Ouild

theatre

3405 central n.e. • 265•0220

'----------1.1
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~onightat~~ie's~~~~~~~·~·~~~·~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·
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CITADEl, AI'AilTMtNTS-An apartment com·
(Jiex for the young and the young at heart, Rents
start at $140. Large swimming pool, Efficiencies &
l·bdrm aVililable, furnished or unfurnished.
Walking distance to tJNM. 1520·UniverslLy N.E.,
243-2494. 2/13
WANTED QUIET FEMALE to share two·
bedroom duplex, Ncar UNM. 268-0233 nftcr 5
p.m. 2/16
STUDIOUS ROOMMA'J'EWANTED •. Sharo com•
{or table apartment ncar University. $55 monthly,
furnished: Call Lynn 255·8598. 2/16

iltsa <&tlkus.nn
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Imported

Beer

7~

